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MAYBERRY ON

MUSHROOMS
Tracing the emergence of the Bowling Green music scene

For an interactive online presentation go to
MAYBERRYONMUSHROOMS.WKUHERALDPROJECTS.COM
Special section on Page C1
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Veteran
students
adjust to
college life
BY JESSICA VOORHEES
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
Most students entered their freshman year of college coming from a
world where their greatest concerns
were who to ask to prom or moving
away from home.
For veterans who entered school after years of service in the military, trying to adapt and fit in can be a challenge.
Portland, Tennessee freshman Chris
Parker started school this fall, 30 days
after serving active duty in the Army.
He was stationed at Fort Bragg, North
Carolina.
Parker said it was challenging to
make the transition to the college lifestyle.
“It’s difficult to go from that and
into this role of being a civilian where
you’re dealing with people that are
younger and not experienced in a professional way of life,” he said.

W-k-upset
Tops’ two-point conversion shocks
previously unbeaten Marshall in OT, 67-66

SEE VETERAN PAGE A3

CHHS dean
search to
conclude
BY LASHANA HARNEY

NICK WAGNER/HERALD

Redshirt senior quarterback Brandon Doughty signals upward following WKU's 67-66 overtime win over No. 19
Marshall in Huntington, West Virginia. Doughty threw for 491 yards and eight touchdowns to five different receivers in the upset victory. The Hilltoppers' win spoiled the Thundering Herd's bid for an undefeated season.

NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
The current dean of the College of
Health and Human Services, John Bonaguro, is stepping down.
Bonaguro worked as the dean for 12
years. He was the founding dean of the
college and has watched it grow into
the largest college at WKU. He said approximately one out of four students
has a major in the college.
The search committee for the new
dean, appointed by Gordon Emslie,
provost and vice president for Academic Affairs, is nearing the end of the
search.
Cheryl Stevens, search committee
member and dean of the Ogden College of Science & Engineering, said the
search for the new dean resumed this
summer after the initial search failed

SEE DEAN PAGE A3

BY KYLE WILLIAMS
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

O

n Friday, the Hilltoppers accomplished the unthinkable.
WKU (7-5, 4-4 Conference USA) entered the most hostile environment it’s
played in all season and miraculously spoiled then-No. 19 Marshall’s (11-1, 7-1
C-USA) chance at its first undefeated season in 15 years.
The Hilltoppers captured the historic victory in overtime, nonetheless. Trailing 6659 in the extra period — WKU’s only deficit of the game — redshirt senior quarterback
Brandon Doughty fired an almost uncatchable ball to the back of the end zone to set up
junior receiver Jared Dangerfield’s tip-toe touchdown that brought WKU within a point.
Instead of sending on the kicking unit, Head Coach Jeff Brohm opted to go for the twopoint conversion due to an injury sustained by junior kicker Garrett Schwettman. But
as fans witnessed throughout the game and throughout the Hilltoppers’ four-game win
streak, there was no doubt.
SEE FOOTBALL PAGE A2

SGA resolution supports
amending alcohol policy

BRIA GRANVILLE/
HERALD

Students eat at
WKU's sportsthemed restaurant, RedZone. A
Student Government Association
resolution would
support the selling of alcoholic
drinks in on-campus restaurants if
passed.

BY LASHANA HARNEY
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
The Student Government Association will vote on a resolution Tuesday in its last meeting of the year that would support on-campus restaurants adding a new type of item to
their menus.
Resolution 13-14-F, Resolution to Support amending the
University’s Alcohol Policy and Student Code of Conduct,
will support amending WKU’s alcohol policy and the code
of conduct to include allowing students age 21 or older to
purchase and possess alcohol on-campus.
The current alcohol policy states that it is against the Student Code of Conduct for students to drive under the influence, to be publicly intoxicated, to consume alcohol while
underage, to possess alcohol in on-campus housing, to use

SEE ALCOHOL PAGE A3
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Continued from front
Brohm called a timeout and drew up
the same late-game play they ran in
last season’s nail-biting finale — a 3431 win over Arkansas State — with the
same personnel: Doughty and redshirt
senior receiver Willie McNeal.
Turns out, the result was the same,
too.
“That’s our favorite play. We do it every week — two-point play,” McNeal
said following the game. “Usually I’m
in the inside. It was a little mixed up.
Coach called a timeout to get everyone where they needed to be. I ran the
slant, and I saw the guy was already
playing inside. Stuck the slant hard and
came out, and Doughty just threw a
perfect ball.
“I was waiting for my team to come
celebrate with me. Like I said, we do
it every week in practice. It’s the same
routine.”
The two-point conversion might be
routine for the Hilltoppers, but the 6766 overtime victory over the Thundering Herd was anything but. The win
marks the first over a ranked FBS opponent in program history, and the 133
combined points scored is the most in
any C-USA game.
“It’s definitely one of those games
that you’ll remember for a long time,”
Brohm said. “It was a statement game.
It really showed what Western Kentucky can be in the future… To beat an
undefeated opponent in the top-25 on
their turf in the last game of the year,
it’s just a great way to go out.”
The eight touchdowns thrown by
Doughty are the most all-time in any
road game for an FBS quarterback. The
15 combined touchdowns between
Doughty and Marshall senior quarterback Rakeem Cato is the highest single-game total in FBS history.

The redshirt senior finished the day
34-for-50 with 491 yards, eight touchdowns and two interceptions, bringing
his all-time career touchdown pass total to 58 — the most in program history.
His 44 touchdown passes this season
are an FBS-high, and the total is tied for
16th most in single-season FBS history.
The remarkable performance at Marshall capped off a record-breaking regular season for the Hilltoppers. WKU
set a new mark for points in a season
with 528, surpassing the former total
of 432 that was reached in 15 games
during the 2002 season — three more
than the Hilltoppers have played this
season.
WKU’s 69 regular-season touchdowns break a 41-year-old record of
62, and its single-game yardage total of
738 against Marshall breaks previous
single-game highs set against Bowling
Green State (708) and Middle Tennessee State (718).
The Hilltoppers also broke singleseason records for total yards, passing
yards, completions, touchdown passes, first downs, passing first downs and
first-quarter points, setting per-game
marks in points, yards, passing yards,
touchdowns scored and first downs.
The defense has steadily improved
as well, forcing at least one turnover in
eight of the past nine games. The four
interceptions against Marshall tied a
career-high for interceptions thrown
by Cato. He had thrown eight in the
previous 11 games leading up to Friday’s matchup. Redshirt sophomore
safety Branden Leston nabbed three
of the picks one week after he recorded his first-career interception against
UTEP.
Brohm said at his Monday morning press conference that the Hilltoppers will focus on schoolwork and the
weight room until next week when the
team puts together a practice schedule.

Crime Reports
• Police cited Bowling Green
freshman John Dallas, Minton
Hall, for careless driving, possession of marijuana and drug
paraphernalia on Kentucky
Street on Nov.21.
• Police arrested Owensboro
freshman Jason Toth, Poland
Hall, for alcohol intoxication in a
public place on Chestnut Street
North Lot on Nov. 21.
• Police arrested Elgin, Illinois
freshman Nicole Venturini,
Pearce-Ford Tower, for alcohol
intoxication in a public place on
State Street on Nov. 21.
• Police arrested Lexington
sophomore John O’Brien, Zacharias Hall, for alcohol intoxication in a public place on University Boulevard on Nov. 22.
• Palmetto, Florida junior
DaQual Randall, a WKU Linebacker, was reported to have

punched a hole in the wall of
the Kentucky Street Apartments
and punched a vehicle in the
Kentucky Street Lot on Nov.
23. The estimated value of the
damaged property was $150.
• It was reported that Elkton
freshman William Settle, McCormack Hall, was involved in
a fight in the Downing Student
Union food court with another
individual on Nov. 24.
• Police searched and found
marijuana and several items of
drug paraphernalia in the car of
Russellville freshman Charlton
Wetton, Poland Hall, in University Lot on Nov. 25.
• Police cited Bowling Green
freshman Chase Warner and
Bowling Green freshman Brandon Potter, both of Minton Hall,
for possession of a controlled
substance in Minton on Dec. 1.

For an interactive crime map go to

Wkuherald.com
southcentral kentucky
community and technical college

YOUR COLLEGE...YOUR COMMUNITY

At Southcentral Kentucky Community and Technical College, you can get high-quality
higher education for an affordable price.
With SKYCTC you’ll benefit from:
• Kentucky’s lowest tuition - go with less debt!
• Six Convenient campus locations, close to home
• Online and evening course options
• Outstanding job training programs
• Easy transfer of credits to WKU

ENROLL
NOW
SPRING TERM
BEGINS JANUARY 12TH
Phone: (855) 246-2482
www.southcentral.kctcs.edu
SKYCTC is an equal opportunity institution

kentucky community and technical college system
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Continued from Front

Parker said many of these unique issues veterans face on campus go unnoticed.
“There’s a large cloud around the
challenges we face as veterans,” he
said.
Russellville senior Daniel Collins,
president of the Student Veterans Association, said the SVA provides support, resources and advocacy for veterans and military-affiliated students.
“Transitioning veterans from a combat zone to a classroom is something
we’d like to be able to help foster,” Collins said.
Collins said veterans often face several medical issues, such as post-traumatic stress disorder and traumatic
brain injury, and the SVA provides connections to medical professionals and
counselors to aid with these.
Kent Johnson, military student services assistant, said Military Student
Services partnered with the Counseling and Testing Center last semester to
provide counseling for veterans.
“We can help them with tangible
things, like resources and therapy, but
with the SVA they have that peer-to-

ALCOHOL

Continued from Front
rapid consumption devices, such as
kegs, or participate in drinking games,
such as beer pong.
SGA President Nicki Taylor said the
resolution still supports the prohibition of alcohol in dorms and other oncampus housing.
“It will still keep residence halls dry
so to speak,” Taylor said. “Residence
halls still would not be allowed to have
alcohol in them, even if it is an upperclassmen dorm.”
Taylor said the resolution intends to
support amending the sale of alcohol
on campus. Alcohol wouldn’t be permitted to be sold in the on-campus
convenience stores. The resolution
supports selling alcohol in on-campus

DEAN

Continued from Front
last semester.
Stevens said the entire campus is involved in the process of choosing a new
dean, but Emslie ultimately makes the
decision.
Stevens said there was an open forum for each candidate where they
could speak and present information
to the faculty, staff and students. Afterward, faculty, staff and students could
fill out an online evaluation form on
each candidate.
“Input comes from everybody,” Ste-

peer connection,” Johnson said.
Parker said he uses the SVA to connect with other veterans.
“It gives us that social outlet to communicate and share things we’ve experienced,” he said. “We have that inner
need or desire to talk about things and
this is a safe place for that.”
A veteran suffering from PTSD who
had been stationed in Iraq and Kuwait, who wanted to remain anonymous, became a member of the SVA
this year after he experienced two
gun-related incidents on campus last
semester.
In one incident, he witnessed an
armed man running from police near
the Academic Complex and became
distressed when he was unable to defend himself.
“I’m not allowed to carry a firearm
on campus,” he said. “I’ve been able
to and I’ve responded to such things
before in an appropriate manner, but
because of the policies and laws, I am
not able to respond in an appropriate
manner to things like that and it really
disturbs me. It makes me lose sleep.”
He also overheard male students
threatening each other with gun violence while studying for finals in the
computer lab at Mass Media and Tech-

nology Hall.
“Being presented with that level of
aggression, it renders me impotent,”
he said.
Madisonville junior Joe Hunter, SVA
vice president, said many veterans do
not work well at Mass Media because
in order to work on their computers,
they must turn their backs to other
students, making some of them feel
unsafe.
On Nov. 18, the Student Government
Association approved Hunter’s proposal to expand the SVA office to create a larger study space for veterans to
work in a place they feel safe.
Hunter also hopes to make the campus more veteran-friendly in other
ways in the future. Hunter wants to
provide more counseling services and
change certain policies to make sure
veterans can have excused absences
for military calls. He also wants noise
ordinances on cellphone ringtones
that sound like gunshots.
Collins said in order to enact change
the organization needs more money.
Currently, the organization has about
120 members and $4,000 in funds, but
financial constraints remain an issue.
Collins said most of the funds will be
used to send students to the national

SVA conference in January in San Antonio.
“Besides, what can you really do for
$4,000 for 100 people?” he said. “It’s
still just change in the bucket.”
Collins said one of his goals is marketing the organization to students.
“WKU does not have a system that
identifies veterans and puts them in
our office,” he said.
Hunter said the major problem most
veterans face is just finding resources.
“I came here last August and I didn’t
have ATP to get oriented to the campus,” he said. “But now it’s changed a
lot.”
Johnson said there are several other
offices that work for veterans, such
as Veterans Upward Bound in Jones
Jaggers Hall, the Office of Veterans
Affairs in Potter Hall, Army and Air
Force ROTC and Military Student
Services.
Parker said he is thankful for the resources and opportunities to link with
other veterans and organizations on
campus.
“I hope that any veteran out there will
at least consider the SVA and see what
we can offer them,” he said. “There are
people out there who will help them
succeed.”

restaurants, such as RedZone, she said.
“We’re leaving the specific restaurants up to Aramark officials and other
members of the Administrative Council to determine where it would be best
to have alcohol,” Taylor said.
Taylor said the university has a moist
campus because it allows the sale and
consumption of alcohol during specific events, such as tailgating and athletic events.
Resolution author and SGA senator
William Berry said the resolution supports the sale of alcohol on a per drink,
day-to-day basis, instead of just certain events.
Taylor said the resolution supports the
sale of alcohol provided by Aramark, so
that the sales can be monitored and not
served to minors. Taylor said the policy
change could include allowing student

organizations to provide or sell alcohol
at certain events, under the conditions
that Aramark caters the alcohol and the
event is not state funded.
The resolution was kept broad so that
the details could be worked out among
the WKU administration, if the policy
change is considered, Taylor said.
Berry said the resolution supports a
policy change that could benefit the
university, such as protecting students
and providing a safer campus.
“A campus that doesn't allow alcohol
is only going to push partying to places
farther away from campus,” Berry said.
“This means more wild and completely
unsupervised house partying for that
college or university’s students. Rather
than being on campus with campus
security, police and hospitals nearby,
parties will now be further away from

all this help and also out of walking distance of home for the majority of the
partygoers.”
Taylor said she plans to support the
decision of the senate, whatever it may
be. She said she thinks the resolution
will generate debate, but said the outcome is unpredictable.
Berry said he expects the resolution
to pass in senate.
“I am well prepared to show that this
resolution would better the university
as a whole in many aspects and would
have little to no negative impacts,”
Berry said.
Berry said alcohol bans are usually
ineffective, and it’s better to monitor
use on campus.
“Alcohol is a part of college social life.
It is better to control it than act as if it
isn't happening,” Berry said.

vens said.
She said there are four candidates left
in the process. The interviews ended
on Nov. 21.
Stevens said the release of the final
decision depends on Emslie. However,
it is expected before next semester.
“He is hoping to get it done pretty
quick,” Stevens said. “I think he wants
to make an announcement pretty
soon.”
Stevens said the remaining candidates are all well-qualified.
“We have a fantastic pool…” Stevens
said. “We’re looking for somebody who
is a good fit for us and we’re a good fit

for them.”
Bonaguro said stepping down had always been part of his plan.
“Even last year, I was saying that I
wanted to step down as dean,” he
said.
Bonaguro agreed to stay up to another year following the failure of the first
search.
Bonaguro said although he will miss
the job and the people he worked with,
he thinks getting new leadership is important.
“I’ve done what I can here,” he said.
“I think it’s always good to have other
opportunities for other people to take

leadership roles.”
Bonaguro plans to take a sabbatical
once he leaves.
“It’s the time for faculty or administrators like myself where you try to recharge, refocus and see what the next
step will be for me,” he said.
Bonaguro said his sabbatical will last
from July to December of 2015. Bonaguro will remain the dean until July
while aiding his successor during the
transition.
“I plan to reflect, think, spend time
the way I want to spend time and sort
of map out the future with my wife,” he
said.

Wkuherald.com
WKu's no. 1 source
for campus news
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OPINION

DECEMBER 2, 2014 > WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
Have an opinion? Tweet us
@wkuherald or find us on Facebook
at WKUHerald as well. Let us know
your thoughts about the editorial, or
write us with what is on your mind.

Tree Toppers

TWEETS FROM

THE HILL
@BenBrowning1: I have 0 finals
#wku — Sent 9:17 AM - 1 Dec 2014
@AarikaOnTheHill: Happy December from the Hill! #wku #ivoteforsnow — Sent 9:31 AM - 1 Dec 2014

@HJHoneycutt: Anybody going to
the lady tops game tonight? #tops
#wku — Sent Sent 2:50 PM - 1 Dec
2014

@mlcarter314: Everyone wish @
WKUBigRed Happy Birthday! #bigred #wearewku #GoTops #birthday #capitalonebigred #bestmascotever #wku. — Sent 2:14 PM - 1
Dec 2014

@JMarkClark: If writing is called
language arts, does that mean college students during finals could
be called starving artists? #ThinkAboutIt #wku — Sent 2:12 PM - 1 Dec
2014

@Karaiyn: It's the week before finals and all through the campus,
every brain was scrambling, even
the professor emeritus. # p o e t r y
#wku — Sent 6:18 PM - 1 Dec 2014

THE ISSUE: The holidays are here, and it’s

time for the Herald’s annual giving of the

gifts.

OUR STANCE: Some Hilltoppers were

naughty, but others were pretty nice. En-

joy your holiday gifts and try not to get

too jealous of the good kids.

To the SGA Executive Cabinet we
give a whole carton of cigarettes.
We had no idea you loved smoking
so much. Good on you for standing
up for something as important as
cancer — sorry, smoker’s rights.

To Downing Student Union we give
another grand opening ribbon. You
had such a great time with the first
few ceremonies — you’ll love one
more. Besides, sections of you still
weren’t finished during most of
those openings. Now you can have
one last ‘for real’ ceremony just a
few months behind schedule. You
are finished with construction
now, right?

To recent WKU graduates we give a

nice calendar. We’ve heard several
of you have had trouble meeting
your loan payments. Maybe some
organization could help?
To WKU’s student body we give
tons of condoms. The sexual health
ranking really demands it.
To Provost Gordon Emslie we give a
pat on the back for sticking around
one more semester and a few frequent-flyer miles in case you’re still
thinking about leaving.
To Parking and Transportation we
re-gift a few thousand parking tickets. We think the whole campus
agrees that you’re really the ones
who deserve to pay the fines.

dents know how much better you
are than them.
To Director of Judicial Affairs Michael Crowe we give a little free
time. He’s been “too busy” to talk
to us for months and we’re getting
worried.
To the new Big Red statues we give
fresh pairs of underwear to wear on
your heads. The rest of us have to
cover up and so do you.
To residents of Minton Hall we give
an ark to save drowning students
from the flooding dorm.
To the athletics department we give
nothing. Don’t you already take
enough?

To horny students on Yik-Yak we
give a free Netflix subscription and
a comfy body pillow. They all seem
to want to watch movies and cuddle.

To Gatton students we give a trampoline. Thanks for using WKU as
a springboard into your personal
success elsewhere.

To honors students we give a new
residence hall made out of gold.
You’ve been having such a hard
time with your housing, and we
want to make sure the other stu-

To President Gary Ransdell we give
a “Title IX’s biggest fan” T-shirt. It’s
great you’re showing your support
— we just hope you’re not a bandwagon fan.

@Go_Tops: We can freakin do this
@WKUVolleyball!!!!!! #LetsGetIt! We
beat #9 earlier this year #BringItOn
#TOPS #WKU — Sent Sent 7:57 PM 30 Nov 2014
@Blaynos14: Insane stats from the
#WKU #Marshall game - not sure if
#NCAA football or basketball #WKU
— Sent 7:17 AM - 30 Nov 2014
@briggsy2013: @BrandonDoughty
is atop the passing performers on
the @ESPNCFB main page. Proud to
be a Topper! @WKUFootball #Hilltoppernation #WKU — Sent 6:01 AM
- 30 Nov 2014

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

How to prepare for a successful finals week
Yes, finals are coming. Did I just ruin
your week? Give up now. Give up the
idea that finals are horrible exams that
must be tolerated. Some students actually find finals week to be exciting.
Like an athlete that looks forward to
getting into the game, students can be
excited about getting into an exam and
showing off their skills.

Drink heavily: Drink a lot of water and
juice to stay hydrated and to get your
vitamins. Watch out for too much caffeine. Too much interferes with memory, comprehension, sleep quality and
leads to irritability and a lack of concentration.

Goof off: As much as you are studying,

you also need to be playing. Recreation
and exercise improve your capacity to
concentrate. They help you manage
tension and anxiety. They are good
outlets for social support, and they improve your stress tolerance.
Knock yourself out: Good sleep is vital
to finals week. Start getting good sleep
before finals week and keep it up during finals week. Pulling all nighters
may seem like a normal thing to do,
but most students that are successful
in college figured out a long time ago
that it is better to study ahead of time
and get your sleep.
Start now: Don’t wait until finals week
to study. Lay out all the material that

you have that will be on the test. Spend
fifteen minutes a day going back over
the material. A little studying each day
now will be a whole lot better than doing it all in the last week.
Throw away your highlighters: Highlighting your textbooks does nothing
but make the pages look shiny. To learn
something you have to use it. Coloring
it yellow doesn’t count. Put a checkmark next to the important words,
sentences and charts and go back and
quiz yourself. Don’t repeat it back to
yourself. Tell yourself a story about
what you marked. Rote memory might
have worked in high school, but in college you need to know things.
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Get a big head: Now isn’t the time to
doubt yourself. You made the cut when
you were admitted. College can be
challenging, but thousands of people
graduate every semester. Calm down,
think about how far you have come
and imagine being one of the thousands that graduate. All you have to do
is study, know the stuff and show off on
the test. Imagine you are the instructor
when you are taking the test. Let your
answers be like your lecture. Imagine
you are explaining your answers to a
class of students. Tell your story about
the material.
– Karl Laves
WKU Counseling & Testing Center

VOICE YOUR OPINION

CONTACT US

Opinion 270.745.4874 || opinion@wkuherald.com

Advertising: 270.745.2653
advertising@wkuherald.
com
Newsroom: 270.745.6011
news@wkuherald.com
Address: 1906 College
Heights Blvd. #11084,
Bowling Green, KY 421011084

The Herald encourages readers to write letters and commentaries on topics of public interest. Here are a few guidelines:
1. Letters shouldn't exceed 250 words. Commentaries should
be about 500 words and include a picture.
Chuck Clark
2. Originality counts. Please don't submit plagiarized work.
Student Publications
3. For verification, letters and commentaries MUST include your
Director
name, phone number, home town and classification or title.
4. Letters may not run in every edition due to space.
*Denotes editorial board mem5. The Herald reserves the right to edit all letters for style,
bers. The Herald publishes on
Tuesdays and Thursdays during grammar, length and clarity. The Herald does NOT print libelous
submissions.
the school year. The first copy
is free, and additional copies
6. Submissions must be received by 7 p.m. on Sunday and
are 50 cents each, available
Wednesday.
in the Student Publications
Center on Normal Street.

REPORT AN ERROR
Editor: 270.745.5044
editor@wkuherald.com

DISCLAIMER: The opinions expressed in this newspaper DO NOT reflect those of Western
Kentucky University's employees or of its administration.
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CLASSIFIEDS
Classified Advertising Manager: Ashley Edwards

advertising@wkuherald.com

HELP WANTED
High School baseball
umpires needed.
Contact Phil Burkeen at
270-791-1845.

EZ Money Pawn, &
Jewelry:
Full and/or Part-time person
to set up Internet Sales,
E-Bay, etc. Apply in person:
1175 Clay St., Bowling
Green.

FOR SALE
BUY-SELL-TRADE: Games, DVDs, Records!
Also: Comics, CDs, Toys, CCGs, RPGs, more!
The Great Escape Records & Comics
2945 Scottsville Rd. (Near Greenwood Mall)
615-782-8092

MISCELLANEOUS
Cash for your broken or unwanted gold jewelry, class
rings, etc. EZ Money Pawn & Jewelry, 1175 Clay St.
Free drop off service on Tuesdays and Wednesdays at
EZ Wash Laundromat at 12th & Clay St. with WKU ID.

Note to Readers: The College Heights Herald screens ads for misleading or false claims but
cannot guarantee any ad or claim. Please use caution when answering ads, especially when
asked to send money or provide credit card information. The College Heights Herald is not
responsible for the content or validity of these paid classified ads.

PREVIOUS CROSSWORD
SOLUTION

START
HERE

ACROSS
1 Italian scooter
6 Weird
11 “This is so
frustrating!”
14 Sharon of Israel
15 Old-timey “Yikes!”
16 Coventry bathroom
17 Like a fajita pan
19 Perrier, to Pierre
20 Casual Friday top
21 FAO Schwarz
specialty
22 Turn away
24 __ vivant
25 Tiny bit
27 Daisy-plucking
words
33 Farm or home
ending
34 Troubles
35 “Now __ me down
to sleep ...”
37 James of “The
Godfather”
38 Count Chocula
wear
39 Turn on a pivot

3 Clothing label
number
4 Candy in a collectible
dispenser
5 With everything
accounted for
6 Choosing word
7 Omelet base
8 Cheering syllable
9 Binding words
10 Real __
11 Delight
12 Crowd cacophony
13 Defeat decisively
18 Prefix with sphere
23 Disappeared
24 Skinny sort
25 Hawaii component
26 Siberian city
27 Box score numbers
28 Moor
29 Luxurious homes
30 Online finance
company
31 Stan’s partner
32 Gibe
DOWN
33 UCLA or USC
1 Like outer space
2 Weird-sounding lake 36 To this point
40 Start of many
Internet addresses
41 Actor Thicke
42 “I can take __!”
43 To the point
46 Bonny girl
47 Owned
48 Hangout for some
38-Down
51 Word spoken while
pointing
53 Short change?
56 Month after avril
57 Not a likely chance,
and, literally, a hidden
feature of 17-, 27- and
43-Across
61 Pre-holiday time
62 Part of USNA
63 “Keen!”
64 Twin of Bert
Bobbsey
65 Picket fence parts
66 Barbershop band?

SUDOKU
YOU
MADE IT!

UNSCRAMBLE THE
FINALS WEEK
WORDS
DARGES
ON EPLES
KOBOS
YRILRAB
SLAINF
KWOEMHOR
RJEOTPC
EFCOEF
UDYTS
ENIAPTERSNTO

38 Some strays
42 Rouses from bed
44 Synthetic fibers
45 In pumps, say
48 “So be it!”
49 Volcano output
50 Burden for some
debtors
51 Future atty.’s exam
52 Many Manets
53 Blacken on the grill
54 Four-legged
Emerald City visitor
55 Halt
58 “Friendly Skies” co.
59 New Deal energy
prog.
60 Put in rollers

ANSWERS:
GRADES, NO SLEEP, BOOKS, LIBRARY, FINALS, HOMEWORK, PROJECT,
COFFEE, STUDY, PRESENTATION
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RIGHT: Volleyball
head coach Travis
Hudson talks with
media after learning that the Lady
Toppers will meet
Iowa State in the
NCAA Tournament,
during a watch
party at 6-4-3
Sports Bar.
BOTTOM LEFT:
WKU Lady Topper
Volleyball middle
hitters Noelle
Langenkamp (left)
and Heather Boyan
(middle) react in
excitement after
hearing that the
team will play Iowa
State in the NCAA
volleyball tournament, during a
watch party at
6-4-3 Sports Bar on
Sunday.

Photos By Alyssa Pointer

TOPPERs Tournament

WKU Lady Topper volleyball setter Mollie Pajakowski (left) and honorary team
member, Harlie Bryant, share a laugh during the 2014 NCAA tournament watch
party at 6-4-3 Sports Bar, Sunday. The Lady Toppers will face Iowa State Friday
at 4:30 p.m. CT in Champaign, Ill.

I forgot to charge

MY CAMERA BATTERY

so I totally screwed up that shoot.

It’s going to be okay. It’s a part of the
EXPERIENCE.
HIRING PHOTOGRAPHERS, DESIGNERS, REPORTERS AND SALES REPRESENTATIVES
AT THE COLLEGE HEIGHTS HERALD FOR THE SPRING 2015 SEMESTER.
Editorial board applications due NOVEMBER 25 | Staffers due DECEMBER 8
at the STUDENT PUBLICATIONS ofﬁce.
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ALL SPRUCED UP

Seasonal tree
lot celebrates
family, holidays
BY ANDREW HENDERSON
LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM

Around the Christmas season, the
scent of pine trees, Fraser firs and canaan firs are abundant as trees line the
lot next to the Lost River Cave gift shop.
Morgan’s Fresh Cut Trees is home to
the aforementioned trees, as well as
grand firs, conicals, Douglas firs, white
pines and many others.
Morgan’s celebrates its fifth year in
Bowling Green this season, having expanded to lots in Nashville, and other
areas across Tennessee and Kentucky.
The business was started by Cindy
Burk and her husband, Paxx, who
both act as co-owners in the business,
which opened for the season last Friday, Nov. 28.
The trees that line Morgan’s were all
grown in Hart, Michigan.
The trees made their way to the
Bluegrass after the Burks’ daughter,
Morgan, formed a bond with a regular
customer that shopped at her farmer’s
market stand. This simple event later
sparked conversation and resulted in
this customer asking the Burk family if
they would be interested in starting a
tree lot of their own.
Thus, Morgan’s Fresh Cut Trees began, with the family business being
named after Morgan, who routinely
lends a helping hand at the lot. A por-

NOW PLAYING

Double
Feature

'HORRIBLE BOSSES 2' IS
A HEAPING HELPING OF
STUPID FUN

BY JACKSON FRENCH
OPINION@WKUHERALD.COM
“Horrible Bosses 2” is far more crude
and immature than its predecessor,
but it’s still funny. As an unintelligent
and unnecessary sequel, this movie
maintains the fast and generally tasteless humor of the original. It might up
the ante on the tastelessness a little
too much.
The trio at the film’s center once
again provides an almost ceaseless

SEE NOW PLAYING PAGE B2

NICK WAGNER/HERALD

TOP: Ricky Shelton, left, 23, of Franklin, and Jeff Allison, 37, of Bowling Green, carry a tree out of Morgan's Fresh Cut Trees for
customers Mary and Wendell Smith on Monday. The tree lot, located at Lost River Cave, sells four varieties of trees, as well as
garlands, wreaths and tree stands.
BOTTOM: Freshly cut garland strands sit ready for purchase at Morgan's Fresh Cut Trees in Bowling Green on Monday. The
garlands, trees and wreaths are shipped in from a Michigan tree farm.
tion of the funds from the trees also go
to help Morgan.
“A percentage of the profits goes into
her college fund,” Burk said.
Burk said that quite a bit of work

goes into growing the trees and setting
up the lot. She also highlighted many
of the differences that surround the
various types of trees they have. Some
trees have to be cared for differently to

ensure they all grow tall enough for the
holiday season.
She said that many people are unfa-

SEE MORGAN TREES PAGE B3

AAMBGA works to revive past
BY STEPHANIE JESSIE

LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM
In 1866 in Bowling Green, Virgil Loving was the big man in town. A blacksmith with seven and a half acres of
land in his name, Loving and his wife,
Gilly, had six daughters. He could read
and write, though Gilly could not. He
was also a black man in a world fresh
out of the Civil War.
In this new post-Civil War Bowling Green area, black men made up
the majority of the lower class. Virgil
bought his seven and a half acres on
Jan. 1, 1866 from Victor Loving, a Louisville man who had connections to
Bowling Green. Virgil bought the land
for $100 an acre, a total which would
convert into over $11,700 in today’s
rates. Victor, it is said, bought the land
for much less and made a large profit
from the sale to Virgil.
Virgil bought the land and paid the
mortgage through his work as a black-

smith and by selling land to other
blacks in the area. Virgil died in 1913
and is buried with his wife in Mount
Moriah cemetery, located behind Spero Kereiakes Park. The land he was said
to own is estimated to be located near
the railroads and Russellville Road.
It is stories like those of Virgil Loving
that the African American Museum of
the Bowling Green Area wishes to tell.
Created in 2011, the AAMBGA’s official mission statement is to recover,
document, preserve and present the
history of African Americans in the
Bowling Green area.
“What we have to understand is black
history is more than just the month of
February,” Lloren Foster said. “But, if
you’re going to compartmentalize it
in that fashion, we see ourselves as the
hub of the dissemination of that information and the coordination of those
kinds of events.”
Foster is the treasurer and the interim
vice chair of the museum. He and John

Long, the chairman of the Board of Directors, have worked on the project
together since 2011 after discovering
a shared interest of creating an African
American Museum in Bowling Green
brought them together.
“I didn’t even know his name until we
had (the steering) meeting in 2011,”
Foster said.
Long, a retired WKU professor
spends much of his time researching
in the Bowling Green archives to find
stories like Virgil's.
“We haven’t always been able to get
to the resources and a lot of what you
would like to know hasn’t always been
recorded because many of us...were
property,” Long said. “When it came to
census records, you were not named.
You were a pencil stroke.”
The group of those involved in the
museum is ever-changing, as more
and more people hear about the

SEE AAMBGA PAGE B3
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NOW PLAYING:
DOUBLE FEATURE

the exact
e
same thing
as in the last film.
This
T
time, they
try
tr their hands at
holding
h
a CEO’s
son,
so
played by
Chris
C
Pine, for
ransom.
ran
“Horrible
rib
Bosses
2,”
Jackson French
like its predecessor, follows three
average Joes trying their hands at real

Continued from LIFE

riot of laughter. Charlie Day brings a
loud and manic energy to the production that Jason Bateman nicely counteracts with his subtle approach. Jason
Sudeikis, meanwhile, is a bottomless
well of choice insult humor.
Luckily the protagonists aren’t doing

COLLEGE HEIGHTS HERALD

crime. It maintains just enough variation to keep the formula from getting
too stale. Pine’s character is funny and
charming enough to make you forget
he’s a terribly abusive employer.
Though almost as funny as the original, “Horrible Bosses 2” fails to present
a clever story. When the protagonists
start to execute their big plan, the
movie jumps the tracks. At this point,
all remaining shreds of believability —
which there weren’t many of to begin

with — fly right out the window. The
film’s decision to cut to credits without
bothering to tie up numerous loose
ends leaves a bad taste in one’s mouth.
Even though it’s not as good as the
original, “Horrible Bosses 2” is still easily worth the time it takes to watch.
Though the story is much weaker and
the overall production is both dumber
and sloppier, there’s enough racy humor
and stooge-ish hijinks for this sequel to
provide an enjoyable experience.

Need assistance with your
THE FIRST HALF OF
'MOCKINGJAY' IS BORING

technical issues?
Information Technology
^ƵƉƉŽƌƚĨŽƌ&ĂĐƵůƚǇ͕^ƚĂī͕Θ^ƚƵĚĞŶƚƐ
IT Helpdesk
Sunday
Monday - Friday
Saturday

ResNet

Noon - 8 p.m.
7 a.m. - 10 p.m.
8 a.m. - 8 p.m.

Monday - Friday

8 a.m. - 5 p.m.

www.wku.edu/it/helpdesk
www.wku.edu/it/resnet

270-745-7000
www.wku.edu/it/chat/

After the events of the last
movie, it’s impossible for “The
Hunger Games” series to return
to the gladiatorial combat that
originally put it on the map.
This time around, the stakes are
higher with a full-blown insurrection breaking out in Panem.
Though “Mockingjay - Part One”
is epic in scope, it fails to bring
back what people find appealing
about the series.
Simply put, there’s not enough
action in this movie. We only see
Katniss in combat once. There
are a few other tumultuous moments, but our heroine isn’t
in them except for an air raid-

prompted evacuation. Some of
these end up being accidentally
funny because the rebels somehow don’t have guns. They just
stupidly charge at armed soldiers like ants, hoping to overcome them through sheer numbers.
This doesn’t feel like the story
of a revolution as much as it
does the story about that revolution’s PR campaign. The first
half of “Mockingjay - Part One” is
about how rebel leaders Julianne
Moore and Philip Seymour Hoffman build propaganda around
Katniss, which is about as unexciting as it sounds.
Director Francis Lawrence
vastly overestimates the importance of a few of the characters.
He wastes a lot of screen time on

Prim, played by Willow Shields,
and the irritating Effie Trinket,
played by Elizabeth Banks. Both
are in this movie an awful lot despite having long since lost any
relevance. There’s also a weird
sentimentality built up around
Trinket as if we’re supposed to be
happy the series’ most annoying
character is back.
The director seems to have forgotten what makes these movies appeal to so many people.
He doesn’t compensate for the
absence of arena fighting with
anything interesting. Instead, we
get boring discourses on politics
and propaganda. In an apparent
attempt to be smarter than its
predecessors, “Mockingjay - Part
One” only succeeds in being less
fun.

www.facebook.com/WKUResNet

That ad was supposed to be

BLACK AND WHITE?
Whoopsie Daisy.

It’s going to be okay. It’s a part of the
EXPERIENCE.
HIRING PHOTOGRAPHERS, DESIGNERS, REPORTERS AND SALES REPRESENTATIVES
AT THE COLLEGE HEIGHTS HERALD FOR THE SPRING 2015 SEMESTER.
Editorial board applications due NOVEMBER 25 | Staffers due DECEMBER 8
at the STUDENT PUBLICATIONS ofﬁce.
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Self-defense courses provide enjoyable elective
BY WHITNEY ALLEN
LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM
When walking into the multi-purpose room of the Preston Center and
seeing students using defense techniques to defend against bear hugs
and ground fighting, one can see that
this isn’t a conventional classroom setting.
Self-defense courses are offered, both
semesters, for men and women.
Andy Wright, instructor for the
course, has taught self defense for men
for the past two years.
Some students take the course with
no prior experience, while others
have had experience with jiu jitsu or
karate.
“Some do (have experience), not just
karate but other marital arts also. Others don’t,” Wright said. “If you have prior experience in martial arts, it’s fine. If
you don’t, that’s fine too.”
Russian junior Oleg Nesterov had
very little experience before taking the
course. Nesterov enrolled in the course
to fill the elective, but he has enjoyed it.

“It’s actually a lot of fun. It’s a good
experience. Definitely,” Nesterov said.
Nesterov said he probably won’t continue with karate or taekwondo after
the course.
Wright said some students do continue with martial arts after the course,
which is exactly what he did. Wright
is a graduate from WKU and became
interested in karate and self-defense
when he took Karate I for a physical
education credit.
Wright went on to become a second
degree black belt in karate and taekwondo and a first degree black belt in
Japanese jiu jitsu.
In addition to teaching the physical
aspects of self defense, Wright also focuses on the philosophical side.
The course teaches the levels of conflict escalation and how to de-escalate
JAKE POPE/HERALD
a situation.
Louisville senior Desmond Hutchison and Scottsville sophomore William Berry do
“The best self defense is when you
don’t have to defend yourself. Preven- triangle-hold exercises during their self-defense class. Hutchison took the class to
fill a senior credit requirement and thought it would also be beneficial.
tion is the first level,” Wright said.
Whether or not students continue confidence after completing the knowing that they can defend themwith martial arts after the course, course.
selves effectively in a variety of situaWright hopes all students will gain
“They ought to be able to feel safe in tions,” Wright said.

Calendar

TUesday, DEC. 2
Ecuador in Library Special Collections
Location: Kentucky Building, second floor
Time: All Day

Geology Club Rock Sale
Location: EST Lobby
Time: 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

Nutrition Chat Series
Location: Health Services Lobby
Time: 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

HIV Testing
Location: DSU 3029
Time:10:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.

Student Government Association
Location: DSU 2081
Time: 5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.

PAT-Debate Dr. Sanderfer vs. Dr. Lafantasie
Location: CH 0210
Time: 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.

“Keep it Real” tournament
Location: DSU 3024
Time: 5:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.

WEDNESDAy, DEC. 3
Ecuador in Library Special Collections
Location: Kentucky Building, second floor
Time: All Day

DSU Holiday Hysteria
Location: DSU 1000F
Time: 11:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

WKU vs. Bowling Green State
Location: Diddle ArenaTime: 7:00 p.m.

THURSDAY, DEC. 4
Ecuador in Library Special Collections
Location: Kentucky Building, second floor
Time: All Day
Celebrations for a Long, Cold Night
Location: Hardin Planetarium
Time: 7:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.

"The Best Christmas Pageant Ever"
Location: The Phoenix Theatre
Time: 7:00 p.m.

Lady Toppers vs. Ole Miss
Location: Diddle Arena
Time: 7:00 p.m.

"The Frog Prince"
Location: Capitol Arts Center
Time: 7:30 p.m.

"Oak Ridge Boys"
Location: SkyPAC
Time: 7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.

FRIDAY, DEC. 5
Ecuador in Library Special Collections
Location: Kentucky Building, second floor
Time: All Day

“Harper and the Magical Book”
Location: Gordon Wilson Hall 0100
Time: 4:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Downtown Lights Up
Location: Fountain Square Park
Time: 5:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.

MORGAN TREES
Continued from LIFE

-miliar with having a real tree, as opposed to an artificial one, and have
many questions surrounding the care of
a real tree.
“There’s a variety of questions that
people have and we’re happy to answer,” Burk said.
She further elaborated on the care of
having a real tree. She said real trees
need attention, with proper nutrients
needed to keep them full and green

AAMBGA

Continued from LIFE
project and want to contribute.
“People have information,” Foster
said. “They have information and
some of them would really like to have
that story told.”
There is no full-time museum worker
at this time, as all of the board works
together in their spare time to gather
information and plan the exhibits.
Abraham Williams, the executive
director of the housing authority of
Bowling Green, is the chair of the
steering committee for the AAMBGA.
Williams was approached when the
idea first came up to use $127,000
from the city to move the project forward. At the time, the museum wasn’t

Fountain Square Christmas Market
Location: Fountain Square Park
Time: 4:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.

Symphony at WKU: Holiday Pops
Location: Van Meter Auditorium
Time: 7:30 p.m.

through the holidays.
“People tell us once they’ve tried a
real tree they can’t go back to artificial
trees,” Burk said.
Bowling Green resident Robin Emberton said this was her fourth or fifth
year in a row purchasing a tree from
Morgan’s. She continues to go back because the people there are helpful and
they often hire younger people to help
with the business. She also loves the
smell of the fresh trees.
“(It) feels more like Christmas,” Emberton said.

Bowling Green resident Harris Napier works for Morgan’s. Napier said that
he went to Morgan’s last year to purchase a tree and decided to come back
this year to help the business. He said
his job involves taking the tree down,
netting it, loading it in someone’s car
for them to take home and replacing
the purchased trees with new ones.
“We make the best of it and have a
good time,” Napier said.
Burk said families enjoy coming to
pick a tree together.
“People come and bring their camer-

as and their children to pick out a tree,”
Burk said.
Morgan’s also sells to a lot of students and faculty of WKU, according
to Burk. She said that customers often come looking for apartment sized
trees and that they want something to
bring into their home for the holidays
before going home themselves.
Morgan’s is located at 2818 Nashville
Road next to Lost River Cave and is open
now until Dec. 20. For more information,
please call 270-393-0077.

an official nonprofit agency, so the
city gave the money to the housing authority to manage until the
501(c)3 standing was obtained. After
eight months, the museum’s original
location on State Street opened up
until the Erskine House was offered
to them on campus.
“We housed the African American
Museum for maybe two years,” said
Williams.
For Williams, this museum brings
hope that young people will, once
again, understand how far African
Americans have come in this country
from where they started.
“A lot of our young people just lost the
sight, and I don’t mean by color either,
just a lot of our young people,” William
said. “They don’t know the struggles,

nobody told them about the struggles,
they can’t remember it and they’re not
reading about the struggle.”
Williams was raised in Alabama in the
‘60s and experienced much of these
struggles growing up.
“I saw the changes,” he said. “I saw
the hardships when a young black
man could not go into restaurants and
boy scouts was segregated.”
Williams saw black men like his father go to war, protect the country
with white men, then go home to a
segregated neighborhood in a city,
where there were places he wasn’t allowed to use the restroom. Williams
himself never went to school with a
white child due to the segregation of
the town.
Hardships like these are what he

hopes visitors will remember when
they visit the museum.
“It’s for people to come in to see
where a lot of people has come from,
both black and white,” Williams said.
The museum plans on sharing the information they have through exhibits
at the Erskine House, along with interviews and interactive ways to pass the
information on to younger people and
additional information online.
The new location is planned on opening during the beginning of 2015, near
Martin Luther King Jr. Day. For more
information on the museum or ways
to assist in the museum, visit aambga.
org.
“This isn’t just for black folks,” Foster
said. “This is for everybody. Everybody
has a part of this story to tell.”
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MEN'S BASKETBALL

WKU falls at Stony Brook, notches Thanksgiving win at MSG
BY BILLY RUTLEDGE

er said on the Hilltopper IMG
Sports Network following the
game. “If he can continue to
do that the rest of the year,
we are going to be fine. It was
hard to take George out tonight. If he had not gotten into
a little bit of foul trouble, he
may have gotten 40 minutes
tonight.”
Fant drew a key charge with
1:27 to play with the game
tied at 56. Fant then tipped in
a WKU miss with 45 seconds
remaining on the other end to
give the Hilltoppers the lead.
WKU’s 75 percent free-throw
clip and a 61 percent mark
from inside the arc made up
for the Hilltoppers’ struggles
from three-point range. WKU
was 3-of-22 from distance.
With the win, WKU now
holds a 19-21 record in Madison Square Garden.

SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM
Following a late collapse
that resulted in a loss at Stony
Brook on Nov. 25, the Hilltoppers bounced back in a big
way on the biggest of stages, as
they ousted Saint Joseph’s, 6259, at Madison Square Garden
on Thanksgiving Day.
The 1-1 holiday record
brings the Hilltoppers to 2-3
on the season with eight of the
team’s next 10 games coming
in Diddle Arena.
Senior forward George Fant
led the Hilltoppers over the
two-game stretch with 13.5
points and nine rebounds per
game. Senior guard T.J. Price
and sophomore guard Chris
Harrison-Docks weren’t far
behind with averages of 12.5
and 11 points, respectively.
WKU 61, Stony Brook 71
Despite overcoming a halftime deficit of 10 points, the
Hilltoppers fell to Stony Brook
71-61 in the second game of
the NIT Season Tip-Off on
Nov. 25, giving WKU its first
three-game losing streak since
last February.
WKU took a one-point lead
with just under five minutes
to play, before committing
three-straight turnovers and
missing four consecutive shot
attempts. The Hilltoppers
committed eight second-half
turnovers and shot 61 percent
from the free throw stripe.
Price led the team in scoring
for the third time this season

BRANDON CARTER/HERALD

Junior forward Aleksej Rostov goes up for a shot over two Belmont defenders in WKU's Nov. 22
game against the Bruins. Rostov scored four points and pulled down five rebounds in 18 minutes of
action in WKU's 64-63 loss
with 19 points. He was the
only Hilltopper in the game to
shoot over 50 percent from the
line and one of two WKU players to foul out of the game, the
other being Fant.
Fant broke his slump against
the Seawolves. After averaging
4.7 points and shooting 35.3
percent from the field in the
first three games, he finished
with 10 points, going 5-for-9
from the field, despite fouling
out with 5:16 remaining.
Stony Brook (3-2) had four
players post double digits, in-

cluding junior guard Carson
Puriefoy, who led all scorers
with 21 points. Junior forward
Jameel Warney posted a double-double with 17 points and
15 rebounds.
WKU 62, Saint Joseph’s 59
After a helping or two of
Thanksgiving dinner, WKU
fans were treated to watching
the Hilltoppers notch a 62-59
win over Saint Joseph’s (3-3)
on Nov. 27.
The final game of the team’s
NIT Season Tip-Off stint came

on the most prestigious of
courts at Madison Square Garden in New York City, a venue
the Hilltoppers haven’t played
at since 1986.
The stage was big, but that
didn’t stop Fant from stealing
the show. The senior finished
with 17 points and a careerhigh 15 rebounds to go along
with three assists, which tied
a career-high. He shot 6-of-11
from the field and was 5-of-6
from the free-throw line.
“George was George tonight,” Head Coach Ray Harp-

BB&T Classic
WKU now comes home to
play the first of five home
games at Diddle Arena in December on Wednesday against
Bowling Green State at 7 p.m.
in the team’s annual BB&T
Classic.
The Falcons come into the
matchup boasting a 4-0 record. Their last game at Detroit ended in a 64-63 win
after senior forward Richaun
Holmes hit a buzzer-beating basket to win the game.
Holmes is the only Falcon that
averages double-digit points
this season with 15.3. He also
averages 9.3 rebounds a game
and has 16 blocks on the year.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Lady Tops go 2-1 over break, secure holiday tournament crown
BY KYLE WILLIAMS
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM
While you were home for
the holidays, overindulging
yourself with turkey, the Lady
Toppers were enjoying some
quality time of their own in
the form of three games away
from Diddle Arena — a loss at
No. 12 Louisville, a win over
previously unbeaten Tulane
and a win over Hofstra to secure a Hofstra Thanksgiving
Tournament title.
The Lady Toppers’ 2-1
stretch brings them to 5-2 on
the year, with all seven games
— five of which were away
from home — coming in a 22day stretch.
Senior guard/forward Alexis
Govan averaged 17 points, six
rebounds, 2.7 assists and 2.3
steals per game during the
break and took home all-tournament honors. Senior forward Chastity Gooch, who was
named Hofstra Thanksgiving
Tournament MVP, averaged 17
points and 8.7 rebounds over
the three-game span.
WKU 67, No. 12 Louisville 89
The Lady Toppers traveled
two hours up Interstate 65
aiming for an upset of No.
12 Louisville on Nov. 25, but
dropped an 89-67 decision,
despite Gooch’s 20-point,
10-rebound performance.
Despite both teams exhibiting similar styles of play,
the Cardinals (7-0) got off to
a strong start and led by as
much as 34 en route to handing WKU a loss in its first trip

to the KFC Yum! Center.
The Cardinals opened up a 5732 lead to begin the second half
before ballooning to 72-42 with
under 10 minutes to play. The
Lady Toppers belted out a 17-2
run with under eight minutes
remaining to whittle Louisville’s
lead to 72-53, but the Cardinals
responded with a small run en
route to a 89-67 final.
“I’m really proud of our girls
because I think they learned that
if they just continue competing
and doing the things we need to,
then we can chip away,” Head
Coach Michelle Clark-Heard
said following the game.
WKU 69, Tulane 64
Junior guard Micah Jones
had a team-high 16 points
to lead the Lady Toppers to a
69-64 win over previously unbeaten Tulane in WKU’s first
Hofstra Thanksgiving Tournament matchup on Nov. 28 in
Hempstead, New York.
Tulane (5-1) marked the
fourth-straight Lady Topper
opponent to be ranked or to
receive votes in at least one
of the major women’s college
basketball polls.
The Lady Toppers trailed 3020 with 1:55 remaining in the
first half before WKU orchestrated a 7-0 run to bring the
score within three at the break.
WKU extended its run to
11-3 to notch a 34-33 lead with
15:54 remaining. The Lady
Toppers used another run to
extend their lead to 61-51 with
4:30 left en route to the 69-64
final despite Tulane leading
for 27:16.

JUSTIN GILLILAND/HERALD

Freshman forward Tashia Brown attempts a layup in the Lady Toppers' game against the University
of Louisville at the KFC Yum! Center on Nov. 25.
The finish marked the 19th
time since the 2005-06 season
that the Lady Toppers have
erased a double-digit deficit
to win.
WKU 70, Hofstra 65 (OT)
WKU used 37 combined
points from Gooch and Govan
to notch a 70-65 overtime win
over tournament host team
Hofstra on Nov. 29 in Hempstead, New York.
Hofstra (3-3) held a 58-57
lead with one minute left in
regulation before a free throw
from Gooch knotted the score
at 58-58 with 53.5 seconds re-

maining.
A turnover with under 10
seconds left spoiled WKU’s
last-ditch effort, but Hofstra was unable to attempt a
game-winning shot, sending
the two into overtime.
The Lady Toppers scored the
first eight points in overtime
behind a couple Govan free
throws, a Gooch basket and a
put-back from freshman forward Ivy Brown. Hofstra’s first
points of the period came with
34.3 seconds left.
With the win, WKU remains
undefeated during in-season
holiday events during the

Wkuherald.com
WKu's no. 1 source
for campus news

Heard era at 6-0.

BB&T Classic
The Lady Toppers will continue their hectic early-season
schedule — which has garnered the team a No. 7 RPI
ranking — with three-straight
home games in their annual
BB&T Classic tournament.
WKU hosts three games in six
days, which started with Alabama A&M on Monday. The
Lady Toppers will then host Ole
Miss at 7 p.m. Thursday before
closing out their BB&T Classic schedule against Alabama
State at 2 p.m. on Saturday.

@wkuherald

@wkuherald
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Continued from sports
undefeated season since 1999.
Marshall and Louisiana Tech will
play for the Conference USA championship in Huntington, West Virginia
this Saturday.
When WKU announced its move to CUSA in April 2013, it knew right away that
its football program would reap the benefits of the league’s multiple bowl tie-ins.
C-USA guarantees five bowl games to
teams with seven or more wins. If the
bowls can’t be filled, the teams with 6-6

SIDELINES

Continued from sports

exciting. I think our players enjoy that.
“I definitely think people like watching that brand of football.”
This is exactly what has me most interested in seeing which team faces the
Hilltoppers in a few weeks.
Brohm may have shaped this offense

records are next in line.
WKU’s upset win, on the road at
then-undefeated Marshall, not only
bolstered their résumé, but guaranteed their spot in the postseason, with
a 7-5 regular season record.
Despite last season’s 8-4 record, a program best, in their last year of the Sun
Belt Conference, the Hilltoppers were
left out of the postseason because the
league only guaranteed two bowl games.
Instead, Louisiana-Lafayette and Arkansas State finished first and second, respectively, in the conference in 2013 and
earned a bowl berth over WKU.

C-USA has primary bowl tie-ins with
the newly formed Bahamas Bowl, Boca
Raton Bowl and New Mexico Bowl,
along with the Heart of Dallas Bowl
and the Hawaii Bowl.
Stewart said the only bowl outside of
the C-USA tie-ins that could be open
as an option for WKU would be the
New Orleans Bowl, which usually pits
a representative from the Sun Belt and
the Mountain West Conference.
“Now we’re just kind of in a wait-andsee mode,” Stewart said. “We need
to find out what happens this weekend in the conference championship

games…and whether or not the New
Orleans Bowl opens up, and play into
where Conference USA schools go.
There are four or five possibilities in
terms of where we’ll be, but we won’t
know really until Sunday.”
WKU’s lone bowl trip occurred in 2012
when the Hilltoppers fell 24-21 to Central Michigan in the Little Caesar’s Pizza
Bowl in Detroit, Michigan. However,
WKU’s options, as an affiliate of C-USA,
will have the Hilltoppers playing in
much warmer weather this season.
“I do like warm weather,” Brohm
said. “They all sound good to me.”

to its true form, but I’m hard pressed to
believe that another quarterback is going to come in and put up the numbers
like Doughty has done this season.
Brohm didn’t even expect 58 touchdowns and 4,000-plus passing yards
on the season. He planned on Doughty
seeing success, but he didn’t envision
him picking apart defenses with surgical precision.

Brohm, a quarterback by nature,
knows to form an offense around the
quarterback’s strengths, which is exactly what he did with Doughty.
“Being a former quarterback, you
know how important it is,” Brohm said.
“You want to try to develop the offense
around the quarterback’s skills, whoever that is, and mold the offense around
him, because he’s the guy who’s going

to have the ball in his hands the entire
time.”
Doughty’s individual turn-around
mirrors what Brohm has done for the
program in just his first year as the
head coach.
The plus side to it all is you get to see
the two of them work some offensive
magic one more time.

Oh my god, no. That deadline

IS TODAY?!

I haven’t even started yet.

It’s going to be okay. It’s a part of the
EXPERIENCE.
HIRING PHOTOGRAPHERS, DESIGNERS, REPORTERS AND SALES REPRESENTATIVES
AT THE COLLEGE HEIGHTS HERALD FOR THE SPRING 2015 SEMESTER.
Editorial board applications due NOVEMBER 25 | Staffers due DECEMBER 8
at the STUDENT PUBLICATIONS ofﬁce.
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SPORTS

» Women's Basketball: Lady Tops
secured holiday tournament title with
overtime victory against Hofstra and
went 2-1 over the break. Read more
on page B4
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Postseason
provides one
more showcase
for WKU offense
BY ELLIOTT PRATT
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

BOwl pick

WKU guaranteed a bowl berth with win over marshall

NICK WAGNER/HERALD

ABOVE: WKU redshirt sophomore safety Branden Leston snags one of his three interceptions during the game
against Marshall on Nov. 28 in Huntington, West Virginia.

BY ELLIOTT PRATT
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

T

his is the first time in the last four years that
WKU Athletics Director Todd Stewart doesn’t
have to work to push the Hilltopper football
program into the postseason.
It’s already on lock.
“What has been nice about this week, versus each
of the last three years, was this was a week, before, of
heavy lobbying — calling and selling and calling back
and double-checking and sending the 15th email and
leaving the 20th message, and now we’re not having to
do any of that because of the position we’re in,” Stewart
said. “It’s been much easier this time around.”
WKU (7-5, 4-4 Conference USA) secured its place in a

bowl game for just the second time in the last four years
of eligibility, by going on the road and defeating then No.
19 Marshall 67-66 in overtime on Nov. 28.
The bowl lineups will be announced on Sunday.
“It’s definitely one of those games you’ll remember for
a long time,” Head Coach Jeff Brohm said. “It was a statement game. It really showed what Western Kentucky can
be in the future… To beat an undefeated opponent in
the top 25 on their turf in the last game of the year, it’s
just a great way to go out.”
WKU handed Marshall (11-1, 7-1) its first loss of the
season, knocking the Thundering Herd out of contention for a New Year’s Day game and shattering their first

WKU’s football season is almost over.
That’s the first time in a long time
that I could write the phrase “almost
over” after the 12-game regular season.
You can — as Willie McNeal would say
— thank the football
gods for that miracle at
Marshall.
McNeal, the beneficiary of many game
changing/winning
events in his career,
Elliott Pratt caught the two-point
conversion pass from
redshirt senior quarterback Brandon
Doughty that shocked the country
and, for at least an afternoon, had the
Hilltoppers on top of the college football world.
The best part for WKU fans is that
they’ll get to see this team do it again,
with the announcement of a bowl
game arriving next Sunday.
“Our players rose to the occasion and
to see the improvement we made over
the last month, we’re extremely happy
about it,” Head Coach Jeff Brohm said.
“It’s definitely one of those games
you’ll remember for a long time.”
I’m still trying to catch my breath, after that shootout in Huntington. Actually, I’m trying to catch my breath after
this season.
When Brohm said his offense was
going to be “cutting edge” and uptempo, I wasn’t thinking of NASCAR
fast and basketball points, but that’s
exactly what we got.
Before this WKU football season
began, I averaged about five or seven
pages in my notebook, used for personal play-by-play stats. That immediately doubled in the season opener,
and now, I’m all out of notebooks.
WKU scored more than 50 points
on four different occasions and more
than 60 in two games, including the
67-66 overtime thriller at Marshall.
The Hilltoppers scored 528 total
points this season, which is 96 points
more than the 2002 team. And that
team played three more games than
what the Brohm squad has played.
That’s outrageous.
Get used to this new wild, wild west
style of football.
“We have some offensive guys on
our staff that enjoy the game and try to
be as cutting edge as we can,” Brohm
said. “We study ourselves. We study
opponents. We study NFL teams. We
do whatever we can to make it fun and

SEE SIDELINES PAGE B5

SEE FOOTBALL PAGE B5

VOLLEYBALL

Lady Tops to play Iowa State in Ames Regional

BY JONAH PHILLIPS

SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

The No. 24-ranked WKU
volleyball team received its
eighth invitation to the NCAA
tournament in program history on Sunday night.
The Lady Toppers (30-5) are
set to travel to Illinois to take
on Big 12 foe Iowa State (189) in their first tournament
matchup. If WKU advances
past its opening match, the
team will face off against the
winner of Ames Regional host
school Illinois and Murray
State.
“Iowa State, honestly, was
not a team on our radar as
somebody we would play, so
I honestly don’t know very
much about them, but that will
change pretty quickly,” Head
Coach Travis Hudson said after
learning his team’s fate.
No matter the opponent, Hudson is set on taking this tournament one game at a time.
“We have to get through
Iowa State first,” Hudson said
when asked about the other

teams in their bracket. “The
Big 12 is one of the premier
conferences in the country,
and Iowa State has had a lot
of success over the last decade
in the sport of women’s volleyball — it is going to be a tough
matchup.”
WKU punched its ticket to
the NCAA Tournament on
Nov. 23 after winning the Conference USA Tournament with
a 3-2 victory over Rice in Hattiesburg, Mississippi.
The Lady Toppers will enter the tournament riding an
11-game winning streak, led
by C-USA tournament MVP
Heather Boyan.
“We were expecting to go to
either Illinois or UK, so there
is not really much of a surprise
there, but I don’t think any of
us were expecting Iowa State,”
Boyan said.
The middle hitter has had
a dominant senior season,
earning two defensive player
of the week honors over the
course of her senior season,
while also posting the Lady
Toppers’ best hitting percent-

ALYSSA POINTER/HERALD

Volleyball head coach Travis Hudson talks with members of the team after learning that they will
compete against Iowa State in the NCAA Tournament in Champaign, Illinois.
age on the season at .336.
“It is a great feeling,” Boyan
said of finding out the team’s

fate in the tournament. “I was
really nervous the week leading up and I was really nervous

right before we found out. It is
great to finally have someone
to prepare for.”
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MAYBERRY ON

MUSHROOMS
Tracing the emergence of the Bowling Green music scene

LUKE FRANKE/HERALD

Alex Kandel of Sleeper Agent performs at the Warehouse at Mt. Victor in Bowling Green on April 5. The hometown
show was a part of their first headlining tour. The Warehouse is an 18+ venue, allowing bands to expose themselves
to a younger crowd than they would normally get to at popular bars like Tidball's or Rocky's, who are all 21+.

I

t’s easy to overlook Bowling Green, despite its rank as the Commonwealth of Kentucky’s third largest city.
Yes, it pops up on the national radar now and then. In February, a sinkhole swallowed eight Corvettes at the National Corvette Museum as sports car aficionados worldwide watched in collective pain.
The WKU men’s basketball team garnered fame as a Cinderella pick in the 2008 and
2009 NCAA Tournaments, reeling off upsets in consecutive years, highlighted by Ty
Rogers’ now-famous buzzer-beating, 26-foot shot to defeat Drake University.
Bobby Petrino, reputation smudged from an extramarital affair with a University of
Arkansas athletic trainer and a motorcycle accident in which they were involved, landed
at WKU for a year — and quickly quit to return to coaching duties at the University of
Louisville.
And then there was the “non-incident” that occurred on the WKU campus a few years
back, when a report of students with guns led state and national media, and law enforcement SWAT teams, to descend on campus like bees to honey.
But now the fast-food hub, long famous for its Corvette heritage, might have a natural
signature developing that could stick: a budding music scene born of roots that some
might not know about.

For an interactive
online layout, visit
MAYBERRYON
MUSHROOMS.
WKUHERALD
PROJECTS.COM

BRITTANY SOWACKE/HERALD

Cage the Elephant's Matt Shultz crowd surfs during their performance with Manchester Orchestra on WKU's
South Lawn Sept. 21, 2011.

Bowling Green bands such as Cage the Elephant, Morning Teleportation and Sleeper
Agent — long known by the college set at WKU and elsewhere — continue to make
waves nationally.
In 2011, Rolling Stone took notice of the Bowling Green music scene. The iconic
music publication selected Cage the Elephant and Sleeper Agent as the No. 1 and No.
2 best new artists of the year, respectively. Cage the Elephant’s latest album “Melophobia,” released in October 2013, gained critical acclaim. The group played on “Ellen” in
March 2014. Ellen Degeneres is a fan, she says. They also nabbed spots playing wellknown summer festivals in 2014 — Coachella, Bonnaroo and Lollapalooza.
The recent emergence of the Bowling Green music scene might seem like a contemporary trend. However, the city has been the stomping ground for talented musicians for
decades.
The Hilltoppers, a pop trio formed at WKU in the 1950s, sold more than a million copies of the 1953 release, “P.S. I Love You.”
Bowling Green native and bluegrass musician Sam Bush was instrumental in creating
the “new grass” sound, which incorporated electric instruments and song styles from
other genres.
All this occurred long before Matt Shultz, the front man for Bowling Green’s Cage the
Elephant, dangled from the rafters for capacity shows or snapped backstage selfies with
Beyoncé at Coachella.
From country songwriters to rap groups to punk rockers, Bowling Green, more than
anything, means music.
STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE C3
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DREW TARTER/ARCHIVE

In 1983, Kenny Lee Smith opened the doors of Picasso's so the Ken Smith Band could perform for locals in Bowling Green. Local artists who gained national recognition,
such as Government Cheese and the Kentucky Headhunters, all performed at the bar on a regular basis. It was the epicenter for live music in Bowling Green until it was
shut down.

OH, THOSE ‘GLORY DAYS’
January 1985: Bruce Springsteen’s
“Born in the USA” tour took the
world by storm. Music video junkies salivated when MTV announced
it would launch a new channel, VH1,
aimed at playing music videos for
older demographics. A fresh-faced
girl named Whitney Houston stood a
month away from pop stardom.
The United States endured record
frigid temperatures brought on by the
“Great Cold Wave.” On Jan. 20, 1985,
Bowling Green recorded a low temperature of -14 degrees.
But that month in the basement of
the Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity house
at WKU, Tommy Womack’s rock ’n’
roll dreams started heating up.
Womack graduated from WKU in
December of 1984, but he didn’t have
any intention of putting his degree to
use. Womack spent his adolescence
dreaming of life in a band. He decided
that bitter-cold winter — the kind that
drives mice indoors — to form a band
called Government Cheese.
“For years and years, all I’d wanted
to do really was do music,” Womack
said. “I was depressed because I was
a preppy, myopic dweeb that I figured
was never going to make it in a band.
I just wanted to be in a band so bad.
“So I graduated college, got my diploma in December 1984 and immediately went out and got a job at the brand
new Lee’s Recipe Fried Chicken on
the 31-W Bypass. Government Cheese
played their first gig in January of 1985
in the basement of the Sig Ep house.”
He finalized the lineup in April and by
summer, Government Cheese started
making a name for itself, albeit a negative one. Its brash punk rock sound
didn’t appeal to Bowling Green tastes.
“By this point, a lot of people in town
hated us,” Womack said. “There were
a lot of really good musicians in town,
really respectable players to look up to.
We weren’t ‘punks’ as people. We were
college students, and every one of us
wound up graduating college. But the
music we played was punk. Put together in a punk manner, and themes of the
lyrics were punk. Everything was punk
except the guys themselves.”
Scott Willis, vocalist and guitarist
for Government Cheese, said Womack never paid attention to the band’s
detractors.
“Tommy said ‘R.E.M. sucked when
they first started,’ so he wrote that on
a piece of paper and taped it on the
wall,” Willis said.
The band holed up in a house on Nutwood Street, spending countless hours
practicing in the kitchen and some were
less than enthusiastic about the bombardment of noise the band produced.
“Our neighbors were always complaining,” Willis said. “The neighbor

TIM BROEKEMA/ARCHIVE

"We were writing our own tunes and we were loud and in your face and had high
energy and that set us apart from anything else that was going on in town. And we
started right away making our own record," Tommy Womack (second from right),
guitarist and vocalist for Government Cheese, said.

next door would wake up in the morning and cut the grass at like 6 o’clock
in the morning by our windows to get
us back for making all kinds of noise
all night.”
Willis said the band’s name referred
to band member Tommy Gray’s grandmother and what she gave the group.
“You’d open up our fridge, and all
we’d have is like Iron City beer, Lee’s
Famous Recipe Chicken and blocks
of government cheese,” he said.
Government cheese was processed
cheese the federal government provided to welfare and food stamp recipients, and to the elderly in the United
States from the 1960s until the 1990s.
Now, it remains part of the Women,
Infants and Children Program.
Locals rejected listening to songs
about things like dropping acid on a
camping trip, but before long, hoards
of college students took to the sound.
“The whole scene was starting to
change,” Womack said. “This weird
Government Cheese thing was happening on the street. By 1986, we
owned Bowling Green. The freshman
and sophomore class at WKU really
had taken to us.”
Government Cheese became a
weekend fixture at Picasso’s, a now
defunct venue that stood in the basement of Mariah’s Restaurant. Eventually Picasso’s began to draw in bands
from Nashville, who typically would
open for Government Cheese because
they drew large, raucous crowds.
Womack said some of his fondest
memories involve performing to capacity crowds at Picasso’s. One of the
venue’s biggest nights of the week
was the “Bladder Bust.” Starting at 7
p.m., patrons paid a cover and drank
for free all night — until the first per-

son used the bathroom.
“People were getting drunk as hell
and groaning,” Womack said. “Their
faces becoming etched with pain, and
we would be playing rock’n’roll to
these people, and they would be dancing in pain because they had to go to
the bathroom.”
Womack said Picasso’s was “ground
zero” for the Bowling Green music
scene in the late 1980s.
“Every night at Picasso’s was
packed, and we owned the place,”
Womack said. “I had a second adolescence, and it was way better than the
first one.”
But Womack said an array of talented musicians dabbled in their creative
endeavors in the Bowling Green area
back then.
Artists like Jonell Mosser, Jane
Pearl and a band called the Park Avenue Dregs were artists that Womack
remembers vividly, the latter of which
he described as “Pink Floyd’s first album, but 10 times crazier.”
Meanwhile, as the Bowling Green
music scene picked up momentum
in the late 1980s, a lively rock scene
served as inspiration 60 miles south.
“Luckily we were so close to Nashville,” Willis said. “We knew Nashville
had a really good underground scene.
We’d go to Cantrell’s, and there would
be a thousand people crammed into a
200 capacity place. Just the energy of
that, we weren’t going to let that die.”
Womack likened playing a show in
Nashville to a night in the big leagues.
“Nashville audiences were hard to
impress, and there was really a music scene down there,” Womack said.
“There were tons of stars and posers, and a lot of back biting and a
lot of ‘you suck, we rule’ ethos to all

the musicians on the scene. So there
was nothing like a gig in Nashville
to make you feel somewhat unloved
because it was hard to get people to
come see you and drop their attitude
long enough to admit they liked you.
But it did eventually happen.”
In 1986, Government Cheese strayed
from Bowling Green, building followings in Louisville, Lexington and
Nashville. Soon after, the band signed
with Nashville indie label Reptile Records, received some airplay on college radio and even had a music video
on MTV. Government Cheese’s video
for its single “Face to Face,” produced
by WKU broadcasting students, was
featured on MTV’s “120 Minutes”
in January 1988. The video features
the band in their natural habitat, playing to an enthusiastic, head-bopping
crowd at Picasso’s. Womack said the
exposure on MTV was huge for Government Cheese.
“What it did for our ability to get
booking was incredible,” he said. “The
power of MTV then was incredible.”
Government Cheese disbanded in
January 1992, as the toll of perpetual
touring and partying wreaked havoc.
“It was a hard-partying lifestyle,”
Womack said. “When you’ve been
living in a van with four guys for days
on end, weeks on end, years on end,
little things start to mean a lot. ‘Fuck
you’ replaces ‘good morning.’”
The fame and fortune Womack
pined for never came to fruition, but
he said he is proud of the lasting impression Government Cheese made
on the Bowling Green scene.
“We made our stamp, and that’s my
dream come true really,” Womack said.
“I did wanna be a rich and famous rock
star, and that didn’t happen. But also
part of what I wanted to do was be
somebody that contributed something
that lasted to the climate, to the culture I
was around, and we’ve done that.”
Government Cheese got together for
sold-out reunion shows in Nashville
and Louisville earlier this year. The
band recently finished recording their
first album in 25 years.
Womack said he is thrilled to have
the opportunity to write a new chapter
of Government Cheese history, a defining part of his youth.
“In this business, longevity means
everything,” he said. “No matter how
uncool you are when you’re a yearold band or a 2-year-old band. By the
time you’re a 7-year-old band people
respect you just because you keep
getting up every time you’re knocked
down. It will work that way for Cage
the Elephant. It will for that way for
Sleeper Agent. Anyone who sticks
around for long enough.”

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE C4
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YOU SAY YOU WANT
A ‘REVOLUTION’
Revolution 91.7, WKU’s campus
college radio station that sits on the
third floor of Mass Media and Technology Hall, made its format a platform for local music since it launched
in 1988.
Burlington senior Savannah Burke
joined the station her first day of college and now hosts “Local Shots,” a
two-hour special dedicated to local
music, each Wednesday from 10 p.m.

to midnight.
“We bring up a band almost every
week to interview and that gives them
a chance to get on air and talk about
their music and kind of be that voice,”
Burke said. “Local music is huge for
the Revolution, that’s a ton of what we
do, and it’s one of the most important
things we do. Every hour, we play at
least one local song, so we’re pushing
local artists all day long.”

MUSIC FOR
THE ‘PO FOLKS’

On a spring night at Roland Bland
Park in Bowling Green it’s silent, save
for the occasional scrape of a skateboard on pavement or the indistinguishable chatter of a distant pick-up
basketball game.
Vito Tisdale rests on the railing of a
park bench. He raises the red flame of
his lighter to the end of a blunt.
“It’s just some mid,” he said, smoke
billowing from each of his nostrils.
“But it will get you through the day.”
It’s been 12 years since Bowling
Green’s Nappy Roots released their
Grammy-nominated album “Watermelon, Chicken and Gritz.” During an
era of rap dominated by materialistic
boasts, the group from south central
Kentucky gained fame rapping about
growing up poor.
“Our sound basically is Bowling
Green — what you see is what you
get,” Tisdale said. “Most cats here are
unhappy, so we had to have a music to
relate to that.”
Tisdale was raised by a single mother in the ShakeRag Historic District
of Bowling Green, a historically African-American neighborhood located
along the north end of State Street.
Tisdale’s humble upbringing was signified by his mother, struggling with
the burden of raising three children
alone.

“Mom would go to church and cry
and break down,” he said. “You could
see your breath in my room in the
winter. I thought everyone lived like
that. I didn’t know I was tough. We
were heavy in the church, and gospel
got us through.”
Nappy Roots formed in 1995 while
the six members attended WKU. The
group garnered a buzz for its debut,
the independently produced album
“Country Fried Cess” released in
1998, but the breakthrough came four
years later.
“Watermelon, Chicken and Gritz,”
its debut album on Atlantic Records,
became the best-selling hip-hop album of 2002 and garnered two Grammy nominations.
Tisdale’s voice, reminiscent of Notorious B.I.G. with a tinge of southern
twang, was a focal point of the group.
His barreling baritone, recognized by
XXL Magazine as one of the top 10
rap voices of all time, comes to the
forefront of some of the group’s most
popular tracks, such as “Po Folks”
and “Aw Naw.”
“‘Aw Naw,’ I wrote that,” Tisdale
said. “You know how you do something and don’t really believe you
done it. Grandpa will look you up and
down and say ‘Boy, you went up and
done it, hell naw.’”

JUST ‘KISS THIS’

Phillip Douglas knows about sticking around.
Mementos of Douglas’ career adorn
the walls in the office of his Bowling
Green home. Commemorative records
from partnerships with some of Nashville’s most notable stars, from Billy
Ray Cyrus to Clay Walker to Aaron
Tippin, are evidence of a fruitful career as a country songwriter. Douglas
is also the owner of any songwriter’s
wildest dream: a No. 1 single.
Douglas co-wrote “Kiss This,” Tippin’s third and final No. 1 single on the
Billboard country charts. Released in
May 2000, the song spent two weeks
at No. 1, and peaked at No. 42 on the
Billboard Hot 100.
Douglas wrote the song in 45 minutes, inspired by the mononucleosisnature of songs dominating airplay on
country radio. “Mono” or the “Kissing Disease” causes chronic fatigue.

“The day we wrote ‘Kiss This’ I
went up to Aaron’s house,” Douglas said. “Faith Hill had ‘This Kiss.’
There were so many ‘kiss’ songs on
the radio. I’m so tired of all these kiss
songs, and I’ve got an idea called
‘Kiss This.’ Him and Thea, his wife,
was over there, and they were messing around arguing and everything.
She was telling Aaron to ‘kiss this.’ I
said, ‘Look there, everybody says it.’”
Three months later the song sat atop
the country charts.
“Kiss This” was nominated for “Single of the Year” and became one of
Douglas’ greatest accomplishments.
“It was a dream come true,” he said.
“The gold record is nice to look at,
and I know I’ve accomplished something in life.”
Douglas, a Nashville native, moved
to Bowling Green in 1973 at age 20
when he got word about an opening
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Burke said Revolution embraces its
role as a platform for established and
fledgling local artists.
“We’re constantly in contact with
local bands, whether its Facebook or
email or phone calls,” Burke said.
“They’re always calling us saying,
‘Hey, I’ve got this new single — can
you push it?’ We are their go-to. The
Revolution is their go-to in town, and
that’s a really cool feeling.”
Each fall and spring Revolution 91.7
hosts a free concert on campus. In the
fall they sponsor “RevFest: Battle of
the Bands,” which showcases eight to
10 local bands. In the spring, Revolution brings in a national headlining act
for its free “Mayhem” concert, but it
includes local bands to complete the

bill.
Burke wasn’t familiar with the local
music scene prior to moving to Bowling Green, but she quickly developed
an affinity for helping give local artists the exposure needed to succeed,
she said.
“If you can support those smaller
bands and watch them grow, there’s
something really special about that,”
Burke said. “And if you love music
and have a passion for music — I
would say I definitely do — it’s really cool to see that happen, see bands
grow and move and go other places.
There is something really satisfying
about that and to be a part of that, to
be an integral part of that, is really
cool.”

Nappy Roots offered a voice for
the common man. The songs paint a
portrait of small-town life, delivered
with a down-home vibe and a southern drawl.
“It’s clichés and putting simple
thoughts, simple processes, everyday living, everyday people together,” Tisdale said. “We began to make
records like that. It was more of people living, a working class story. I
don’t know how to talk around a rich
man.”
Tisdale left Nappy Roots in 2012,
but still pursues his music solo. Nappy Roots still performs today, but as a
quartet and without its two founding
members.
Tisdale, now living in Bowling
Green for the first time in more than
a decade, has noticed a culture shift in
his neighborhood.
“You got skateboarders riding past a
big black man with tats, and comfortable,” he said. “White folk wouldn’t
walk through this block when I was
born. When this was my street, if he
pulled up with a white woman you’d
say, ‘white woman!’ because it was
bizarre.”
The past decade has been a blur for
Tisdale. During the 12 years Nappy
Roots rose to overnight fame, the
group also experienced a dip into irrelevancy in the Hip-Hop arena. Tisdale has experienced incredible highs
— meeting pop icons Prince and Michael Jackson, and touring with artists
like the Dave Matthews Band and Alicia Keys. He collaborated with Kanye
West and even ate pot brownies with
comedienne Sarah Silverman.

“She was like ‘V, I know you’re fat,
boy, but about a quarter’s worth is all
you need,’” he said with a laugh.
He’s also endured his share of sobering lows. Tisdale battled with “Molly”
abuse, an addiction to the drug called
MDMA, also known as “Ecstasy.”
And during his time away from Bowling Green while he busied himself
pursuing a music career, a growing
detachment developed between Tisdale and his family.
“I really crapped out with the kids
and the woman,” he said. “I came
home from tour, and they had a man
living in my house. Wow, you grow
after something like that.”
Tisdale accepts his mistakes, and
now focuses on the responsibility of
fatherhood.
“I’m a good dad,” he said. “I wasn’t
a great spouse. Once you in love with
music, you’re gonna cheat on everybody. If you’re in love with music,
you’re not going to cheat her.”
Although Tisdale spent the past 12
years away from Bowling Green, it’s
still home. He embraces his role as
“the town’s uncle,” especially among
the community of musicians in Bowling Green. Whether offering up his
opinion of Cage the Elephant’s latest
album or collaborating with Shultz
himself, Tisdale embraces the camaraderie of the Bowling Green music
scene and seeing it continue to flourish excites him, he said. He’s sticking
around.
“I love the energy,” he said. “I love
everything about Bowling Green. It’s
ready to blow. I see a lot more musical
things with WKU growing.”

for a house band at the Red Carpet
Inn. He got the gig, and his band, Liberation, spent the next 31 years as the
house band at Nellie O’Bryan’s inside
the Red Carpet Inn. Douglas spent six
nights a week playing shows at the
club, but spent his days working to
progress his career as a songwriter.
“Every morning about 8 a.m., I’d
go to Nashville, spend the whole day
writing and making contacts to further
my career in writing,” he said.
Douglas said Bowling Green’s music heritage has always been rich.
“The music scene in Bowling Green
has been great for a long, long time,”
he said. “I’d love to see it continue
with songwriters — love to have a
venue here just for songwriters — for
these people to get their songs heard.”
Douglas has recently been working with singer/songwriter and WKU
alumnus Rye Davis, who appeared
on ABC’s reality singing competition
“Rising Star” during the summer. Davis, an all-conference pitcher for the
WKU baseball team during his time
on the Hill, opted to pursue a career in

country music despite being drafted to
play minor league baseball following
college.
“I didn’t get into music until pro
ball,” Davis said. “There was a guitar center across the street when I
was playing spring training for the
Phillies organization, and I bought a
mini travel guitar and started playing
and singing. My teammates liked my
songs and my voice and it just kind of
took off.”
Davis grew up in rural Pig, Kentucky, about 20 miles north of Bowling Green, but lives in Nashville,
where he writes songs with established
songwriters like Douglas. But despite
its rural surroundings, Bowling Green
hasn’t been a consistent producer of
country artists, Davis said.
“You’d think being a country town,
a country area, there would be a
lot more country music,” he said.
“There’s a lot of other music that has
come out of here. Nappy Roots and
Cage the Elephant came out of here.
It goes to show how much of a variety
Bowling Green has.”
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Morning Teleportation opens for Cage the Elephant's first-ever show at Rocky's Bar in downtown Bowling Green on Thursday, Jan. 30, 2014. Cage performed a show at
the bar before leaving for their European tour that included nine stops within the states.

STARVING AND PISSED OFF
Within the past decade, Bowling
Green has proved to be a consistent
producer of indie rock talent.
Cage the Elephant paved the way,
gaining legions of fans in America and
abroad for high-energy performances
and a distinctive punk-rock sound
that fans connect with The Pixies and
grunge rock superstars Nirvana. Cage
the Elephant’s song “Aberdeen” is an
ode to the Washington town where
Kurt Cobain grew up.
Bowling Green based psychedelic
rock outfit Morning Teleportation
caught the eye of Modest Mouse
front man Isaac Brock after the band
moved to Portland, Oregon. The wellreceived debut album, “Expanding
Anyway,” was released on Brock’s label Glacial Pace Recordings in 2011.
Sleeper Agent followed later in 2011
with its debut “Celebrasion,” a collection of fuzzy, fast-paced teenage
rock anthems. The buzz generated by
the band's first album led to tours with
Weezer, Fun, Grouplove, Ben Kweller
and other respected acts, as well as an
appearance at the 2012 Coachella Valley Arts and Music Festival.
The consistent outpouring of talent
proved Cage the Elephant’s ascent
to prominence was no fluke, but also
left many scratching their heads and
asking why this unassuming Southern
town had become a consistent producer of shiny red corvettes and indie
rock talent.
Many have noted Bowling Green’s
potential to become the next Athens,
Georgia or Omaha, Nebraska, both
home to sprawling music scenes that
have created long-standing cultures of
generating musical talent.
Sleeper Agent bassist Lee Williams
has been a part of the Bowling Green
music scene since his early adoles-

cence, and has watched it flourish.
Williams was hesitant at first to compare Bowling Green with other established music scenes, but he said that is
quickly changing.
“People have been saying for years,
since Cage really started picking up
momentum, that Bowling Green’s
music scene was going to be one that
people wrote about and remembered
like Seattle’s or Athens, Georgia’s,”
Williams said.
“For a long time, I thought it was
silly of people to be writing history
while it was happening like that. But
now that more time has gone, I’m
starting to believe that those people
might be right, or at least close, and
we are all really lucky to have a community like this.”
Bowling Green’s Tony Smith
dreamed about a history on top of the
music scene in Nashville.
Growing up in the Bowling Green
music scene, Smith cut his teeth playing rock ‘n’ roll in basements and
small venues in his hometown as a
teenager.
But he waited for the day when he
could grace the stage of a venue in
Nashville. That’d be the day he knew
he had arrived.
Smith said the small-town feel of
Bowling Green often had him longing
for something more.
“It’s boring,” he said. “If you’re
not in a band, if you’re not creating
some kind of idea or doing something,
you’re probably going to school or
working a job. I think the creativity
comes from being antsy and wanting
to do something.”
Smith spent his formative years
fronting bands like Such Tall Buildings, The Decade of Experts and Assassins and Downtown Handshake.

He was immersed in a Bowling Green
music scene that includes the likes of
Cage the Elephant, Morning Teleportation and the emerging Buffalo Rodeo.
“As a teenager, I always wanted to
play Nashville — it was everything
to me,” said Smith, a 2010 WKU
graduate with a degree in advertising. “If you’re going to make it,
you have to play Nashville. They
wouldn’t book my band or anything.”
Smith said attending shows in Nashville inspired him. He’d try to channel
the energy he saw.
“We’d go to a lot of shows in Nashville, and we’d take it to Bowling
Green and we’d try to duplicate it,”
he said.
Despite the rejection, Smith trudges
ahead in his creative endeavors.
Smith said the Bowling Green music scene he grew up with had been
hungry for attention in regard to its
musical talent for some time.
“Maybe Bowling Green feels a little shunned,” he said. “We’re important too. We’ve got music and ideas
and we’re gonna do it, ‘So fuck you.’
That’s kind of the mentality.”
Daniel Shultz, the youngest brother
of Cage the Elephant’s Matt and Brad
Shultz, has continued the family tradition and now fronts local rock band,
Maélle.
Shultz said playing in Nashville
is an essential step for a Bowling
Green band trying to gain exposure.
Maélle’s first show in Nashville was
at the High Watt on Cannery Row.
He said while some bands are unfamiliar with Bowling Green, often
people are aware of the town’s musical roots as “a little fantasy land
for musicians.”

BEST PLACE FOR
LIVE MUSIC
“Best of the HIll”
College Heights
Herald
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AND WELLS

“It’s a big thing like for a Bowling
Green band playing Nashville for the
first time,” Shultz said. “But once
you eventually keep going and you’re
playing like Atlanta or whatever,
Nashville is still always there and in
your heart.”
Shultz, 18, has already played popular summer music festival Lollapalooza, playing bass for his cousin Kane
Stewart’s band Plastic Visions in Chicago in July.
Watching his brothers find fame with
Cage the Elephant was influential for
Shultz, but he said he isn’t interested
in trying to ride his brothers’ coattails to find a career of his own. But
he does intend to carry on the family’s
legacy of musicianship.
“It’s a good kind of pressure,” Shultz
said. “I can’t just be some shitty band
and be like ‘Oh yeah, my brothers are
in Cage the Elephant, sign me!
“My brothers want me to work for
it, and I want to, too. I want to experience everything there is to experience
when you’re working for your music,
your craft.”
Shultz cannot offer a definitive answer as to why Bowling Green developed into a musical hub.
“I think about that every day,” he
said. “It’s like, ‘Why Bowling Green?’
You know I don’t understand it, but I
love it.”
Shultz remains focused on making a
lasting impression on the local music
scene like his brothers have, but most
important, he wants artistry in Bowling Green to continue to prosper.
“I just want this to thrive,” he said.
“I want there to be something for generations and generations. I just want
this town to grow musically and as a
community and everything.”
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NO BALLS, NO FUN
To longtime Bowling Green residents disconnected with the local music scene, the bar at 522 Morris Alley
is still sometimes referred to as the old
Parakeet Café building. However, the
two-story brick structure is now home
to Tidball’s, one of Bowling Green’s
few live music venues, and one considered by many to be the epicenter of
the local music scene.
John Tidball and his business partner, Brian Jarvis, both Springfield,
Tennessee, natives, opened the bar in
2001. In the 13 years since, the venue
has developed a loyal, local following and a reputation for consistently
showcasing and promoting local talent.
Jarvis said that Bowling Green
wasn’t the Southeast music hub it
has developed into when the bar
opened.
“When we opened, we were just trying to find someone that was not going to run people off,” he said. “We
also tried to base this place off of
original music, not covers, not like
every other place you would go to.
We wanted bands to bring their material, put a lot more heart and effort

into it.”
Tidball’s draws acts from across
the Southeast, but Jarvis said giving
a platform for local music to thrive is
always at the forefront.
“Every night we have live music
we want to have a local band, because
that’s really what we’re all about,” he
said.
Jarvis said regulars of Tidball’s are
extremely faithful to local artists.
“This city and its patrons are very
loyal to the Bowling Green music
scene,” he said. “They are more in
tune to listen to that local band and
give them their attention a lot quicker
than they will somebody from out of
town. We always try to include local
bands on every bill or gig.”
Jordan Reynolds, keyboardist and
vocalist for Bowling Green progressive rock outfit Buffalo Rodeo, said
Tidball’s is the go-to hometown
haunt.
“Tidball’s is the staple,” Reynolds
said. “You can go there any night of
the week and hear live music and play
some pool and get a good drink and
talk to Tidball or Jarvis or whoever’s
working, and it’s kinda like the home-

town place.”
Tiger Merritt, lead singer and guitarist for Morning Teleportation, said
Tidball’s is an integral part of the
scene.
“They have been consistent in bringing music from all around for many
years and also providing a venue and
space for local musicians,” he said.
“Also, the open mic nights have been
pretty awesome over there. That’s
pretty important for local music.”
Jarvis vividly recalls Cage The Elephant, then “five kids that had long
stringy hair,” playing their first show
at Tidball’s.
In the beginning, Jarvis wasn’t exactly a fan.
“When they first played their music
it was so different, so in your face out
there,” he said. “They would do crazy
shit. Climb on the speakers and play,
climb on the balcony and hang from
the chain.”
Jarvis said it wasn’t long before
Cage perfected captivating, high-energy sets.
“Looking back on it now, it’s like
these guys kind of knew what they
were doing,” he said. “As soon as
they would start to play the crowd was
zoned in. Whoever was here, their
eyes were on the stage. People were
just crazy over them. Eventually, you
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would see why. Their stage presence
is just amazing.”
Jarvis said Tidball’s is extremely
appreciative of the exposure they’ve
gotten since Cage The Elephant has
found fame and name-dropped the
venue in numerous interviews, including with Rolling Stone.
“It’s funny how the roles change,”
he said. “In the beginning, we kind
of put them under our wing, and now
they’ve always kind of looked out for
us. Sent us people, spoke well of us.”
Jarvis said Tidball’s has far exceeded expectations since their 2001 opening.
“We had a goal when we opened —
we want to do this for three of four
years and get our money back,” he
said. “We saw that there was something kind of special here.”
Tidball’s has no intention of closing
anytime soon, but the venue will leave
an indelible impression on those who
frequent the space, Jarvis said.
“We love Bowling Green and we’re
here until we decide not to be here,”
he said. “We’ll be here until John and
I decide to call it quits. Before, everyone always knew it as the old Parakeet
building. Well, in five or 10 years, or
however long, they won’t know it as
the old Parakeet. It’ll be known as the
old Tidball’s building.”

PIRATES AND GNOMES
With a scarcity of music venues in
Bowling Green, bands, especially
those with members younger than 21,
have to take matters into their own
hands to get their music heard.
Often times, that means finding a
basement and a group of willing listeners.
Burke, outside of her duties at 91.7
Revolution, has spent a lot of time
nurturing local music by putting together house shows.
“There aren’t a lot of venues around
Bowling Green, so to be able to see
those bands sometimes you have to
find other ways,” she said. “So whether that’s opening up for your living
room and saying, ‘Hey guys, let’s get
together this day and have a show,’
that’s pretty cool.”
Chris Rutledge, a Nashville native and 2013 WKU graduate, is the
lead singer and guitarist for Bowling
Green punk-rock band The Cartoons.
He said house shows are crucial for
his band because it means underage
fans can attend.
“The most important thing about
house shows is that they are all ages
and they’re our only chance to play to
the younger fans,” he said. “For my
band, a lot of fans are underage. When
we play those house shows we see a
better turnout than we do at Tidball’s.

I love the house shows. They’re great.
They’ve kind of been the lifeblood of
this town recently.”
Rutledge said his band recently
played shows at The Manor, a longtime house venue behind Fairview
Plaza Shopping Center, and at Maélle
keyboardist Spencer Wood’s house,
known to those who’ve attended
shows there as the Gnome Home.
At a pre-Halloween show in October at the Gnome Home, Rutledge
smashed a pumpkin following The
Cartoon’s set. He said there is a raw
energy palpable at house shows that
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make them some of the best to play.
Daniel Shultz performs with his band, Maèlle, at the Gnome Home's pre-Halloween
“House shows are the most fun
house show on Oct. 25. The house, home to Maèlle's keyboardist Spencer Woods,
shows for bands to play,” he said.
recently started opening its doors within the past year to host shows.
“It’s like you’re right there with the
audience. They’re right in your face, jumping at the same time and it just sic, rarely heard in Bowling Green,
and there’s this energy and this lack crashed. Amps started rolling down Kay said.
of pressure, just this wildness that is from the back corner. The floor landKay has hosted newly formed local
great about them. It’s really untamed, ed on the hot water heater and all the bands like Porchlord and Yeti-Jr, bands
sometimes it can get borderline scary.” electricity went out.”
with a punk rock sound reminiscent of
Merritt recalls a November 2009
No one was seriously injured, but it the music scene he grew up with.
house show at The Pirate House, a marked the last show at the residence.
Kay said house shows bring out the
now defunct house show venue that
Stafford, Virginia senior Doug Kay tight-knit nature of the local music
Cage The Elephant, Morning Telepor- started hosting house shows in Janu- scene.
tation and Sleeper Agent frequented ary 2014 at his house, jokingly re“It’s a community idea, all my
often, that got particularly unruly.
ferred to as the Kim K Hole. The friends coming together to play a
“Everyone was pretty loopy, the music scene he grew up with back show in a small room for no money
crowd was packed to the walls,” home in Virginia was rooted more in basically, just for the love of it,” he
he said. “We only got like half- hardcore and screamo genres, and he said. “The people there are just there
way through a song, everybody was wanted to showcase that style of mu- for the love of it as well.”

MAYBERRY ON MUSHROOMS
Many locals are watching Bowling
Green band Buffalo Rodeo closely, as the band’s progressive rock
sound has gained a legion of fans in
Bowling Green and throughout the
country. The group started to garner attention while the band’s original four members were freshmen at
WKU. The group added Reynolds,
whose energy evokes Stevie Nicks,
when she moved back from Michigan in 2012.
The band also has a penchant for
covering Fleetwood Mac. Reynolds
said creativity serves as the key.
“Everyone in the scene inspires us
to do great things,” Reynolds said.
“Everyone comes out to support fellow bands at their shows in Bowling Green and even some will drive
down to Nashville to support a Bowling Green band. We definitely feel a
strong connection to other musicians
in Bowling Green. Basically all of our
friends have a connection to the music
scene in one way or another.
“Not only is there Cage The Elephant and Sleeper Agent and Morning
Teleportation, bands that have kind
of gotten some national recognition.
There are so many bands in Bowling
Green that you might never hear about

on the Internet that are so good. Bowling Green really does have something
special.”
Reynolds said the pride successful
bands take in their hometown is remarkable.
“Even the bands that have broken
out, they still all come back to Bowling Green and hang out and watch
shows,” she said. “I think that’s really
special to note because a lot of bands
might never come back, or might not
ever want to be back in their hometown. And that’s totally fine, but the
fact that everybody does come back is
special.”
Shultz said the camaraderie within
the community of musicians in Bowling Green helps create an environment for growth.
“There’s a sort of driving force in
the music scene in Bowling Green,”
Shultz said. “It’s not competition at
all, but it’s like you play these shows
with your friends and your friends
will be like, ‘Come on dude, you need
to get it together and start playing
shows.’ Artists here push each other
for sure. Like in a good way. Like let
each other grow, and it’s definitely a
good, friendly environment.”
Williams said the sense of commu-

nity among artists in Bowling Green
is something that sets it apart from
others.
“Cage was the first band to get real
momentum in the industry and they
genuinely brought as much of that
back to other bands from here as they
could,” he said. “And I really believe that any of us who are working
to achieve what they have achieved
would do the same if they got the
chance.
“You truly do not see that camaraderie in very many places. Beyond that,
the scene here is so varied, musically
speaking. These bands aren’t just peddling the same sounds back and forth
between us. There is so much good
music here from so many different directions, and it really is kind of mindblowing when you begin to consider
our population and how startlingly
high our ratio of great musicians to
average persons is compared to most
places.”
Rutledge, a Nashville native, said
the local music scene is extremely
welcoming.
“There’s plenty of room to be a valued part of this music scene,” he said.
“It’s not because we’re small or insignificant, that’s just the kind of place
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that Bowling Green is. That’s the
charm of it all really.”
The honest musicianship that defines Bowling Green artists is something that distinguishes it from other
music scenes across the country, Rutledge said.
“There is a southern sense to it,” he
said. “At its worst it’s a bunch of underdogs trying to succeed, and at it’s
best its like some truly brilliant songwriters coming from a unique, unexplored place.”
Womack said it’s no surprise Bowling Green emerged as a hotbed of indie rock talent.
“Bowling Green has always been a
very fertile musical town,” he said.
“It’s like you have to turn over a
wooden board laying in the ground
and all these little things scurry
from underneath the board. That’s
the Bowling Green music scene.
It’s not advertised big on billboards
coming into town. You kinda have
to be there and get to know people
and figure out where the places are
and what the scene is. There’s something in the water in Bowling Green.
There’s always been great music in
this town.
“There’s a certain Buddhist grace
to Bowling Green. It’s in the quality of life, not just in the music. It’s
a certain mellow, enjoyable vibe. It’s
Kentucky’s own Mayberry on mushrooms.”
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At Bowling Green Ballpark with

Black Stone Cherry &
The Kentucky Headhunters
Tickets are just $39.95 + $9
in Service Fees & Taxes
To buy tickets or for more info, call The
Bowling Green Ballpark Ticket Office
at 270-901-2121 or go to
www.lostrivermusicfest.com

